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About This Game

Nordenfelt is a steampunk shoot 'em up game for Windows.

The game is set in an alternative history timeline where steam-powered machines are still the state of the art. Mechanical
behemoths are invading the lands, just to get shredded to pieces by you.

It's your turn now to shoot your way through masses of obscure vehicles while dodging hails of bullets. Unlock powerful
equipment and send those intruders back to hell even faster.

Features

good old-school vertical scrolling shooter fun!

unlock equipment after each completed level
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non-linear gameplay: tackle each level separately as often as you want

rank system: the better you play the harder it gets

bullet grazing: get higher scores by keeping close to enemy bullets

online leaderboard

to date unreleased electrical beam weapons from Nik Tesla ;)
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Title: Nordenfelt
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Black Golem
Publisher:
Black Golem
Release Date: 14 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1,5 GHz single core

Memory: 1500 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2 and 200MB GPU RAM should work

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Microsoft Visual C++ 2015 Redistributable needs to be installed

English
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love the game so far cant wait to see what they do with it. my only issue is when you die you spawn no where near your camp at
all and making it back before dark is impossible.. I love refreshers like this course. Even after years and years of using
Microsoft Excel, I still came away with new "stuff" -- for example, adding backgrounds to spreadsheets, using the Format
Painter to apply styles to other cells or ranges, and the ability to find\/replace data as well as apply formatting to the replaced
data. There are a few other productivity tips as well.

Who knew you could add color to workbook tabs? Awesome!

SmartArt? Never heard of it until taking this course. Awesome!

One minor gripe is with the interface. It's a bit more specific than I would have liked. For example, when clicking on elements
or dragging and dropping items, you have to be very careful about where you click or the program will ask you to try again.

Overall, a great program for those people new to Excel or needing a quick review.. I wouldn't recommend this game sadly, it
had promise but it just wasn't good enough. Sorry :(. 10/10 Hidde J: "Amazing voice acting, good graphics, totally worth my 30
cents in the Steam sale". I'm sorry, but i can't give this game a thumbs up.

Let's start with the positive aspects: It did not crash an i didn't encounter any bugs. And the fights aren't that bad.

Gameplay Video: (Commentary is in German, just imagine that i'm laughing and ranting all the time)

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=K4V8zeptRrI

Cons:
- Ugly character models
- bad walking and running animations
- empty landscapes
- voice acting
- written smileys in conversations?. Has potential but not there yet.

If only the developer opened up the tools for modders to take over this game could really shine. The platform is there for it to be
a hit.
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The ending made me j*zz my pants and question my own existence. Then I refunded it.. My Specs: AMD FX8320\/16 Gigs
RAM\/ GTX 1070\/HTC VIVE

The game has a tutorial so use it to get used to things.

So this is a 1st person cover type shooter with 3rd person locomotion teleport. You point to where you want to go and a body
runs ahead and then you appear there. I imagine they did this for sickness prevention so I know everyone won't be pleased with
it. None-the-less after getting use to that form of movement I was enjoying the game. It is quite intense and the use of cover
makes it very fun to me. I don't want to beat up on the game too much as I personally want developers to try new things even if I
have to get used to them. This is what will drive innovation for VR. We must be opened minded. This game should be in early
access because it does need more levels and guns and enemies as well as performance tweaks for those who do not have
powerful up to spec PCs like I have now. Overall, the game was fun (after getting use to it). I was leary about purchasing a game
I knew nothing about but after looking at the videos I decided it may be what I was looking for. Right now with the two levels it
is a mix of wave shooter type and free-roam as your objectives are different on each map. I hope they make each map unique in
how we have to complete them as the first two showed us. For the promo price it is worth picking up if you are not fickle about
locomotion and want to get into some quick shooter action. It has good potential so I am thumbing it up. It has multiplayer
support coming I assume because it would not let me join a person who had a lobby open. Single player is just making your own
game.

I did read the discussions but I am giving the developer a chance to respond before refunding.

OK I so had to change my review to a thumbs down. I still think the game was and can be fun to play but the performance is not
good right now. I will change it back to a thumb up when they update the game with a major patch.

The video will be ready after it processes. HD wil be ready later as it was a large file and no edit.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/1ybH-Nfm2_k. this game is DOPE AF!. Best representation of the vietnam war I have seen in an FPS game
in awhile. The story is not the best but it draws from actual events from the war which adds value in my opinion. All and all its
afun shooter and its definitely worth the money.. Yeeting my grandson into the forest... 10\/10

Things that should be changed:
Either lower the the amount of health pills there are in the maps, or make them only give 15 health instead of 30. The granny get
more health than the kid can damage.

Things that should be added:
The floor is hot lava mode\/level - the kid can only move around on the furniture and the granny has devil horns and makes it
harder for the kid to move around by throwing firebombs (causing the furniture to become inacessable)\/ oil (to make furniture
slippery) If the kid falls into the lava granny wins. The kid's objective is to "cool down the granny" by throwing stuff like
snowballs and using fire extinguishers to lower the granny's health.. The fourth installment of Hiveswap Friendsim. I felt that
the third Wright brother's character just wasn't very interesting, but with 3 choices and decent writing, he was still somewhat
enjoyable nonetheless. Tagora, however, is the character that takes the cake. My personal favorite in the series, Tagora is an
ambulance chasing lawyer, and I found his whole section the most genuinely entertaining thus far, even though his part featured
only 2 choices.
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